Camera Based 3D Mine-Shaft Inspection System
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Abstract: This paper describes the development of an Optical 3D Shaft Inspection System needed for the survey and monitoring of Water Handling Shafts in the German Ruhrgebiet. The development is part of the RAG R&D project “ABSMon”.

The end of the German hard coal mining at the end of 2018 has been determined with the Steinkohlenfinanzierungsgesetz (SteinkohleFinG) from 2007-12-20. About three hundred years before now the near surface hard coal mining began in the southern Ruhr Area and in our days advanced to the northern Ruhr Area with mining depth of around -1.500 meters. The mine workings are kept dry by mine water pumping. When the active mining activities will have finished a controlled Water Handling will raise and keep the mine water to levels predetermined by the Mining Authorities. A monitoring with a mobile wireline shaft survey system is needed to run the Water Handling Shafts for an enduring Water Management. At the moment only laser scanner systems are available, but also optical systems are needed to enable the near real-time inspection with 3D presentation and 3D examination during the measurement campaign. An approach is presented that uses a camera to generate high resolution and textured 3D models of mining shafts and tunnels for inspection purposes.
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1 Introduction

The end of the German hard coal mining at the end of the year 2018 has been determined in the year 2007 with the Steinkohlefinanzierungsgesetz (SteinkohleFinG) from 2007-12-20. About three hundred years before now the near surface hard coal mining began in the southern Ruhr Area and in our days advanced to the northern Ruhr Area with mining depth of around -1.500 meters. Today the mine workings are kept dry by mine water pumping of about 80 million cubic meter per year. When the active mining activities will have finished a controlled Water Handling will allow to raise and keep the highly mineralized saline mine water away from groundwater reservoirs to levels predetermined by the Mining Authorities for an eternal Water Balancing.

For the monitoring of shafts for active mining a diversity of survey and monitoring methods are in practice like standard engineering survey or several very special methods operating with thermal imaging, engineering seismic, ultrasonic and acoustic equipment, geo-electric and gravimetric measurements as well as radar technology (FISCHER 2006). But all these methods are cage-based shaft-survey systems and depend on the availability of the shaft infrastructure for active mining like mine headframe, haulage engine, winding rope, pit cage (hoisting cage) and shaft guidance gliding rails. All works are performed from inside or outside the pit cage. According to health & safety at work reasons this has to be taken into account if the works take place in an intake air shaft or a more gaseous uptake air shaft. Therefore explosion-proof (ex-proof) equipment is needed.

Current and future Water Handling Stations will no longer have access to this expensive high-maintenance infrastructure and only wireline shaft inspection survey systems can be used for the future shaft-monitoring. The mine shafts with diameters of about 7 meters traverse diverse geological formations and due to rock pressure different materials have been used for the shaft construction like tubbing-segments or brickworks in coal-bearing formations. Latest planning instead mentions the use of immersion pumps through pipeworks, embedded with concrete into the existing shafts. These pipeworks shall have diameters of about 1.5 meters and for this reason an optical 3D camera based inspection system needs to have an operating range from about 0,5 meter to about 10 to 15 meter. The needed accuracy has to be better than 1 cm to be able to detect deformation or cracks at an early stage to prevent serious damages.

At the moment two kinds of laser scanner based inspection systems are at use for RAG’s current shaft inspections, both systems are owned by the company DMT located in Essen, Germany (see fig. 1).

- a cage-based shaft-survey system (TANDEM) with 2 ex-proof Z+F IMAGER 5006i (BENECKE & CAIN 2013)
- an ex-proof wireline shaft-survey system (PROFILER) (BENECKE 2014)

Since many years RAG has experience working with 2.5-D-data and 3D point clouds in the fields of aerial (GREIWE et al. 2014) and terrestrial photogrammetry (SCHLIEKAMP et al. 2014) but not in this special field of engineering survey. So this special 3D Camera Based Mine Shaft Inspection System is developed within the RAG R&D project ABSMon and it is planned as an add-on module adapted to DMT’s PROFILER system using the already available mobile infrastructure. Within the last two years a close cooperation between DLR and DMT has taken place.
place to combine the 3D camera sensor prototype with the DMT technology. At the moment it is planned to construct a “non-ex-proof” prototype that can be operated on PROFILER for intake air mine shafts.

The following chapters present the works on the 3D Camera Based Inspection System at DLR. Among various ways of 3D object reconstruction (e.g. light section, structured light, laser scanning, etc.) this system comes along with cameras as main sensors. It uses the images taken with a camera from different perspectives and angles to reconstruct the photographed object surface from the images.

Reconstruction includes two basic steps. First, the interior and exterior orientations of the camera at the time of exposure of the respective images are reconstructed. Second, stereo matching is performed at images pairs showing the same (part of the) object. For every matched image point the 3D coordinate can be determined by resection of the corresponding lines of sight.

For the first step Structure from Motion (SfM) several novel solutions and tools appeared in the last years, such as Bundler (SNAVELY et al. 2008) and VisualSFM (WU et al. 2011) / Rome in a day (AGARWAL et al. 2011). By combining novel feature matchers with robust stitching techniques, they even cope with the fact of having no initial information about the interior and exterior orientation of the cameras and no information about the scene at all. This way they are capable of calculating the approximate geometry of the object in the form of the 3D locations of the matched and resected features points (homologous points). At the same time approximate values of the interior and exterior orientation of the cameras are determined.

As a second step it has been shown that the geometric accuracy required for high quality dense matching techniques like semi-global matching (SGM) (HIRSCHMÜLLER et al. 2012) can be reached with a specific refining bundle adjustment step (WOHLFEIL et al. 2013). This way it is possible to create high quality 3D models down to sub-millimeter resolution being true to scale in a reference coordinate system. It has been successfully tested in complex baroque rooms and single objects in the context of cultural heritage documentation (STRACKENBROCK et al. 2014). This approach is now applied to the mining sector. Here an additional challenge comes up due to the large dimensions of the object being reconstructed making initial values for the camera’s
exterior orientations mandatory. In a previous approach the DLR’s integrated navigation system (IPS) was used to obtain initial values for the bundle adjustment (WOHLFEIL et al. 2014). In this paper an odometer designed for DMT’s cage-based shaft-survey system is used to obtain these initial values.

2 3D Reconstruction Approach

To reconstruct a 3D object its surfaces have to be scanned with many images taken with high overlap and from different perspectives. All these images must also be well connected with each other via homologous points (corresponding points visible in two or more images). For compact objects this leads to good reconstruction results. In scenarios with objects of a very large extent in -at least- one direction (like 3D reconstruction of tunnels, mining shafts or large buildings with a complex floor plan) there are two issues that have to be solved:
The first problem is the long extent of such objects. Local images are directly connected via homologous points, but images of remote parts of the object are only connected indirectly via homologous points in intermediate images. The accuracy of the relative orientation of two overlapping images is limited by the accuracy of the homologous points connecting them. If not directly connected, the relative orientation of an image at one end of the tunnel respective to an image at the other end of the tunnel is the error sum of relative orientations between the intermediate images on the long chain of images between them. At large objects these errors quickly sum up to critical values.
The second problem is the high number of images that is necessary to accurately model such a large object. If no information of the images’ exterior orientation is given, every image has to be compared with every other image in order to find overlapping images and their relative orientations. The computational effort of this processing step quickly exceeds time and hardware constraints if dealing with several thousands of images. This problem is not only related to scenarios of tunnels, mining shafts and large buildings, but to large objects in general that need to be reconstructed with high resolution and hence require a very high number of images.

One approach to solve these two major problems was the usage of the DLR’s integrated navigation system (IPS) to obtain initial values for the bundle adjustment (WOHLFEIL et al. 2014). In this paper an odometer is used to obtain these initial values. This odometer was developed by the DMT and constructed especially for the measurement of depth in the context of mining. It can be used for the pit cage system as well as for the mobile wireline system and currently provides the most accurate measurements over long distances. Assuming a vertical descent of the system, the initial values of the cameras exterior orientation can be obtained by just assuming the horizontal translation of the camera (x and y axis) being zero and using the odometer values as shift along the z axis. Of course it is essential that the capture of images and the odometer measurements are precisely time synchronized. In the following section it is explained how this was ensured for the test.

Given the approximate exterior orientation from the odometer, most of the possible image pairs can be skipped from feature matching after a quick evaluation of the position and viewing angle of the two images. Only if both images have a similar viewing angle to the same object space limited by the field of view of each image then a full comparison of the images’ features has to be performed, leading to homologous points.
The homologous points are required for the refining bundle adjustment step optimizing the exterior orientation to meet the requirements of SGM as presented in (WOHLFEIL et al. 2013). If
available, additional control points can be included in the bundle adjustment to align the model to an existing coordinate system or to further stabilize the absolute scale of the resulting model. But another reason for the refining bundle adjustment is the need of a very precise knowledge about the relative orientation and the interior orientation of every pair of images used for dense matching. This is needed for an accurate stereo rectification of the images being matched. It significantly improves the quality of the dense matching results if known with subpixel accuracy. For dense matching SGM (HIRSCHMÜLLER, 2008) was used as it turned out to achieve better results in many cases than other stereo matching methods (HIRSCHMÜLLER et al. 2010) and other technologies, e.g. laser scanning (GEHRKE et al. 2010). Moreover, stereo matching can be performed more economically than its technological alternatives, as it does not require additional sensors. Despite of its relatively high computational complexity the computation time can be handled very well by parallelization and/or optimization for special hardware like graphic cards (ERNST et al. 2008) and FPGAs (HIRSCHMÜLLER et al. 2012).

The goal of 3D scene reconstruction is to generate a complete and textured mesh or a point cloud with color information, which describes the surface of the objects in the scene down to pixel scale. One method is the generation of a partial mesh from the dense matching results of each image. Then the partial meshes are combined to one large mesh of the whole scene. Optionally the mesh can be smoothed, reduced and manually cleaned. For these steps the software of David laser scanner system (BAUER 2013) proved to give the best results. The model is then textured by the same images which were used for dense matching. Larger objects with several hundreds or thousands of images have to be split up into several parts before the scene reconstruction steps can be performed. Finally, the scene (or all its parts) can be loaded in commercial tools for further processing and analyses.

3 Test of the System

As test sites RAG provided two locations. The first is a training mine site, the “Trainingsbergwerk Recklinghausen II” in the city of Recklinghausen, Germany. Here the advantage is that no ex-proof permission is needed for the equipment. This training site lies even with the ground within an old mine waste heap. The disadvantage is that the sensors could only be transported horizontally with a lorry on rails.

Figure 2: Trainingsbergwerk Recklinghausen II: Overview (left) and impression (right)
The second test site is an active intake air shaft, the Water Handling Shaft “Heinrich 3” in the city of Essen, Germany. This shaft with a depth of about 400 meter and a diameter of 6.5 meter provides a real monitoring environment. But permissions of the Mining Authorities are needed for the test-campaign measurements. The campaigns have strictly to be coordinated with the Water Handling’s day-to-day business so these campaigns are less flexible.

In following the measurement campaign and results on the Water Handling Shaft Heinrich 3 will be presented. This campaign was mainly guided by DMT. For the test of the system in the shaft a special setup with a PCO sCMOS camera with 5 Megapixels of resolution and a frame rate of 5 frames per second was used. Illumination was given by eight white LED flashes, synchronized to the exposures of the camera. With only one camera only a part of the mining shaft can be captured and modelled. The full setup is planned to enable a 360 degree model of the shaft. But as a first test only one camera shall be used.

DMT’s odometer (Figure 4, left) was installed to measure the descent of the pit cage. The output signals were time stamped together with the cameras exposure times with a special FPGA based design.
As a part of the works for RAG’s R&D project ABSMon the test setup was installed on top of the pit cage, shaft Heinrich 3 (Figure 4, right). The data acquisition was supervised from inside the pit cage. During the test the pit cage slowly moved downwards to a depth of 125 m with a speed of 0.5 m/s. All data was only recorded for later processing. After time-synchronization and calibration the exterior orientation was calculated as described in the previous section. Even though the known initial exterior orientation would allow a very efficient matching of homologous points this part of the evaluation software has not yet completely been implemented. Instead, the first 200 images tie points have been automatically matched using the existing software VisualSFM. These homologous points, where then used - together with the interior orientation of the camera and the initial exterior orientation- as input for the refining bundle adjustment, an own, customized implementation. After a refining bundle adjustment step using these homologous points, the relative orientation of the images was improved to reach an RMS of 0.6 pixels, which is known to meet the requirements of dense matching. After dense matching with SGM, the surface of a small part of the mining shaft was reconstructed as a textured mesh with the technique described in the previous section.

Figure 5: Resulting 3D reconstruction of the mine shaft Heinrich 3. Left: Overview of the top part, mid and right: Details
4 Conclusions and Outlook

The resulting 3D model of the mining shaft has a resolution of 0.8 mm and represents the objects with a high detail in 3D shape and colour. The absolute accuracy of the resulting 3D model was not verified with additional control points but the measurements of the odometer are assumed to be accurate enough to ensure the model being true to scale. Nevertheless, the absolute accuracy will be subject of the evaluations in future test campaigns. There is also work for the final setup consisting of seven PCO cameras providing a 360 degree view, allowing the reconstruction of the full shaft and a more stable geometry due to an extra stereo camera.

For the visualization of the results in Figure 5 a textured mesh was generated. For the large amount of 3D data corresponding to a whole mining shaft of several hundred meters of depth this method requires far too much computation power for being a practical solution. As an alternative approach the point cloud based surface processing and modelling seems to be more feasible for this application and is a subject of further research.
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